
Stride® Benching



15' expanse without 
intermediate supportEasy-to-access power  

beneath hinged doors

Encourage collaborative teams.  
Accommodate mobile workers.

For organizations adopting mobility programs or worksetting-based planning, Benching is an excellent 
application to enhance a range of options. Stride Benching not only encourages a feeling of community 
through seated proximity, it makes a vivid visual and functional statement about collaboration. An 
application for team-based office environments fosters creativity by eliminating barriers to teamwork  
and is ideal for spaces where the free flow of information is critical.

Space can be appropriately allocated for users who spend the majority of their day out of the office or  
away from their workspace. And it’s ideal for touching down with easy plug-and-play power access.

In addition to highly collaborative teams and mobile workers, Benching is an inspired solution for libraries, 
laboratories, financial firms, creative agencies, higher education, and a host of non-traditional office settings.

54", 60", 72" widths Length available in 12" increments



Simplification of form. Subtleness of strength.
Stride Benching can be scaled to meet the diverse needs of a variety of workers. Featuring unique storage, 
a range of separation options, and exceptionally easy access to power, Stride Benching provides ample user 
flexibility while supporting growth or change within the organization.

SPACE

•  Spanning 15 feet without the need for intermediate support, the understructure supports the Bench while 
hiding discreetly from view.

• Open and closed leg designs provide options for planning space.

SEPARATION

•  Privacy levels can vary by using center or lateral divider screens, secondary worksurfaces, and unique 
storage elements.

•  Center screens, available in 13 and 20½ inch heights, work harder than just dividing space. Every  
surface is optimized for efficient use of space. Positioned along the trough, center screens support  
paper management tools or monitors, provide a tackable surface, or beautifully divide space with  
glass. Lateral divider screens help define work areas and offer a writable surface.

•  Storage offers magnetic, writable, or tackable vertical surfaces and soft, horizontal surfaces for seating.

POWER 

•  The power and data interface is hidden beneath elegant hinged doors while remaining easily accessible 
for users to plug and play throughout the day.

•  No matter where the user sits along the Bench, ease of access is maintained.

STORAGE

•  In tight spaces, storage is within arm’s reach but not in the way. 

•  The toybox provides access to files from the top, eliminating kneespace intrusion of doors and drawers. 

•  Cantilever storage uniquely combines personal storage and space division.  

•  Standing-height lateral storage can run parallel to the Bench as shared file centers and hubs for 
impromptu meetings.

Lateral Storage
42½"H x 36"/42"W x 18"D

Toybox
23"H x 42"W x 15"D

Nests with the Bench to  
efficiently use space and  
provide seated privacy

A variety of shelves and  
drawers offers ample storage  
in an efficient footprintVertical surface  

can be magnetic,  
writable, or tackable

Sliding top allows  
access to files 
from above

Cantilever Storage | Dual-Sided
42½"H x 36"W x 15"D

Cantilever Storage | Single-Sided
42½"H x 36"W x 15"D

Cantilever Storage | Single-Sided
50"H x 36"W x 15"D

Offers additional storage  
capacity and a standing- 
height worksurface
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This FSC-certified paper 
contains 10% post-consumer 
recycled content.

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture industry 
as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council. Stride Benching 
is an SCS Indoor Advantage™ and level™ certified product, and is 
Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM by MBDC.
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Allsteel and Stride are registered 
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Certification Systems. Level is a 
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All together now.

At Allsteel, we believe that together, if we widen our view, we can make a real 
and lasting difference for our environment. That’s why we ensure that all materials 
balance performance and environmental responsibility. Relevant, durable, high-
quality products, backed by Allsteel’s Lifetime Warranty, guarantee years of use 
and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.

Discover a streamlined, versatile solution for 
today’s changing workspace and workstyles.
With today’s shifting business environment and evolving workforce, alternatives to  
traditional workspaces have become a must. At Allsteel, we searched for new ways  
to foster creativity in team-based environments and to help mobile workers feel more 
comfortable and productive, no matter where they landed for the day. The solution? 
Stride Benching, a new-generation worksetting well-suited for a flexible, collaborative 
environment, complete with unique ideas for integrating storage. The newest addition 
to the Stride collection offers simplicity of design and blends cohesively with the full 
Stride offering. So it not only helps organizations meet their changing needs, it’s easy 
to blend applications to create one beautiful, functional, inspiring space. 

To learn more, please visit allsteelstride.com.

Stride
Take your environment further.


